
 

 

10H Final Exam Review   
 

 

 

EXAM:   see SOCSD website for exam time and location 

 

 

The exam is modeled on the new New York State English Regents Exam which you will 

take in January 2019 if you continue in honors English. Those of you moving to Regents 

level English will take the exam in June 2019. 

 

 

Part I:  Multiple Choice 

 

You will be given three pieces to read and analyze.  You will then answer a series of 

multiple choice questions based on the two pieces. 

 

Part II:  Argument Essay 

 

You will be given four articles to read and use for a source-based argument essay on a 

given topic. 

 

Part III:  Text Analysis essay 

 

You will perform a close reading of one informational or literary text and write a brief 

essay that identifies a central idea in the text and analyzes how the author’s use of one 

writing strategy or literary element develops that central idea. 

 

 

On the day of the test, leave time to revise your essays for clarity, word choice, 

sentence structure, grammar, and mechanics.   

 
 

 

HOW TO STUDY>> 



 

 

How to Study 
 

 Review the handouts about the correct formats of the argument essay and the text analysis essay.  

 

 Review the essay feedback sheets of all the essays that have been returned to you this year. 

 

 Review all of the essays you have written this year as well as your essay chart noting your mistakes.   

 

 Review the following literary elements; you should be able to define and give an example for each: 

 

 

characterization  

indirect  

 direct 

 emotional 

 physical 

 moral 

 intellectual 

dialect 

dialogue 

dynamic character  

static character 

round character  

flat character 

character foil 

protagonist 

antagonist 

motivation 

point of view  

setting    

conflict 

plot/plot structure 

 exposition 

 rising action 

climax 

catastrophe 

resolution 

catharsis 

 

allusion  

imagery 

symbolism   

tone 

mood   

theme    

motif   

satire    

simile 

metaphor 

diction 

 denotation 

 connotation 

 euphemism 

traditional hero  

tragic hero 

tragic flaw   

aside    

soliloquy   

pun    

double entendre  

iambic pentameter  

irony    

dramatic irony  

situational irony 

verbal irony  

hyperbole    

foreshadowing 

assonance 

apostrophe   

blank verse   

free verse   

couplet 

sonnet    

idiom    

meter    

poetry    

prose 

speaker   

stanza   

figurative language 

simile    

metaphor   

extended metaphor  

rhyme   

alliteration   

onomatopoeia   

personification   

paradox 

oxymoron 

narrative poem  

lyric poem   

epic poem 

magical realism 

rhetorical question 

 


